Message from the Workshop Organizers
CWECS 2014

Welcome to Guangzhou, China and the Fifth International Workshop on Cloud, Wireless and e-Commerce Security (CWECS 2014), which is held in conjunction with the Ninth International Conference on Broadband and Wireless Computing, Communication and Applications (BWCCA 2014) and the Ninth International Conference on P2P, Parallel, Grid, Cloud and Internet Computing (3PGCIC 2014) at Guangzhou University, China from November 8 to November 10, 2014.

Computer network and communication have been a part of our everyday life. People use them to contact others almost anytime anywhere. However, hackers due to business benefits, enjoying their skill/professional achievement or some other reasons very often attack, intrude or penetrate our systems. This is the key reason why computer/network security has been one of the important issues in computer research. Many researchers have tried to do their best to develop system security techniques and the methods to protect a system. But system attacks still occur worldwide every day. In fact, current system security technology is far away from prefect and should be continuously improved.

This workshop aims to present the innovative researches, methods and applications for cloud, wireless and e-commerce security. Other network related papers are also welcomed. The workshop contains high quality research papers, which were selected carefully by Program Committee Members.

It is impossible to organize such a successful program without the help of many individuals. We would like to express our appreciation to the authors of the submitted papers, and to the program committee members, who provided timely and significant reviews.

We hope all of you will enjoy CWECS 2014 and find this a productive opportunity to exchange ideas with many researchers.
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